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Abstract 

 
 

 
Re-eating dirt and other Rules is a practice-based thesis by Martha Haywood who uses 

artmaking for producing tactile poetry to think through politics as a conversation within 

sensorial culture, and as a method of staying wild. Through art Martha commits to being one 

small but contributing part of the universe. 

 

“I know that I am not a category, a hybrid specialisation, I am not a thing – a noun. I seem to 

be a verb – an evolutionary process, an integral function of the universe, and so are you” 

R.B.Fuller 1 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Macleod, Katy, Holdridge, Lin, and Renwick, Gavin, “Decolonialising Methods: Reflecting upon a Practise-Based 

Doctorate,” in Thinking through Art: Reflections on art as research (Abington, Oxon: Routledge, 2016), pp. 168-171, p.171 

Image 1. Haywood, M, L, Martha, "The Swan and her conversation with the other world", photograph, Reykjavik, Iceland 2021 
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Introduction 

 
 

To achieve desired connection and understanding, I use careful and formal systematic rules of 

sustainability, sensitivity, generous play, imitation, and continual respect for material, 

audience and environment. I follow these rules through political and personal methods whilst 

creating visual and literary poetry. Tentative behaviour, with visual art as a personal tool, is 

especially important following rules of love and developing relationships in one’s lifetime. 

This thesis shares how I demonstrate this through my research and practice for the reader, and 

their own research and practice. 

Each chapter offers a personal story to introduce the concerns and concepts in my 

work. They are confessionals explaining the methods within my practice and from where I 

feel they origionated. I continue the chapter with cultural or societal happenings, tales or 

scientific knowledge and lean into the academic research I have found of specific artists, 

writers, researchers and experts. These concerns are applied in relation to a parts of my art 

practice with imagery. I hope each chapter ends with ambitious ways of continued creative 

practice with each subject in mind. Please see below the general chapter introductions 

although it is possible to start blindly but directly into the essay as you are willing. 

 

Chapter 1 

This is an introduction to the artist, Martha, and reasons for the choices I make in 

bringing in my own feminine and masculine identity into collaboration with objects, 

materials and environments. I position my practice in the larger contemporary artmaking 

context. 

 

Chapter 2 

I logically pragmatize and politicise love, and explain the need for it in human 

society. Love is a tool for action, repair and reaction in art, life and politics. Through 

Lefebvre’s work I have learnt of the concepts of ‘closed love’ and ‘open love’.2 This is 

significant to understanding my reasons for making art and how I percieve the use of love, 

joy and freedom in human and non-human worlds. 

 

Chapter 3 

I attempt to explain how it is possible to make art as a self-sufficient being by 

carrying the weight of my relationships, community, and of artists who have allowed my 

practice a place in the contemporary landscape. I explain the sentimentality for nature and 

societal history that I give within my artworks. 

 

Chapter 4 

 
2 Lefebvre, Alexandre. “Human Rights as a Way of Life: Bergson on Love and Joy.” In Human Rights and the 

Care of the Self, (London: Duke University Press. 2018), 85-104 
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I examine the risk involved for a maker who uses their hands for material interaction 

and collaboration, and discuss the reason for innocent creativity. I guide the reader through 

one of my titles as an explanation of the thinking behind some of my written poetry. I explain 

my relationship through making with patience and play. I touch on the relationship between 

conscious decision making and bodily intuition. 

 

Chapter 5 

I demonstrate how I can give over action to others: the plant, the animal and microbe 

world, but still call it my own method of making to be a part of the global community from 

within. I refer to inspiring recent civil actions and their relationship with art and creativity. I 

examine works with critical thought and emphasise the artist‘s relationship with 

sustainability, careful planning and slowness. 

 

Chapter 6 

This chapter compares and unites visual art and oral storytelling. I touch on the 

significance of gift giving and the joy of the unknown and felt. I look at ‘doing nothing’ as a 

creative decision with potentially highly conceptual and cultural meaning. 

 

Chapter 7 

I explain how I relate maternal making with exposure to death, decay, disability and 

other painful experiences, but attempt to guide myself and my audience with these 

experiences towards something that is hopeful and uniting.  

 

Chapter 8 

 In this last chapter I guide the reader through my decisions, thoughts and experiences 

throughout making and exhibiting my MA solo exhibition. The show has been parallel to the 

making of this thesis so there are conjoined attributes between them. 

 

Conclusion 

 Using the subtitles of identity and action I sync and conclude the ideas of the thesis 

and my visual language. I mention my current studio research and the reason for the 

autoethnographic method of writing I have used for the thesis. 
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Martha the Monster 3 

 

Material: Rust, Red 

 

Martha story: 

 

I come from a family of artists, educators, and makers. Although I was never 

outwardly committed to becoming a visual artist in my childhood, my mother often 

tells the story of me as a toddler that seems to have prompted my future career. I was 

drawing one day, and an adult acquaintance asked me what I was drawing. 

Apparently confused by the question, I held the paper up to the adult and pointed at 

the drawing, “It’s that”, I said, and continued to draw. 

 

Growing-up, I don’t think I understood that there might be a difference between life and 

culture until I left my family unit and entered a society where disciplinary binaries separated 

certain passions into ‘subjects’: Science, Art, Humanities, Sports, Mathematics, Literature, 

etc. In Decolonialising methods: Reflecting upon a Practice-Based Doctorate,4 Gavin 

Renwick, interviewed Vaclav Havel who stated “There was a time when culture was scarcely 

ever mentioned as a separate sphere of human activity. The reason for this is simple: culture 

was a part of daily life.”. I am grateful that there is a desire to re-combine these subjects using 

visual art as a gateway in First World culture by means of research-based and social art 

practice. 

I define my work somewhere between the two because they allow me to appropriately 

position my work within the contemporary definitions of visual art practice. Rather than 

defining my art through the object outcome, I can define performative, site-responsive 

gesture, and socially and politically concerned concepts and poetics. I take inspiration from 

researching natural science, humanities, and the non-visual arts such as music and writing. I 

position my practice within communities through curation and action. I use materials with 

weighted conceptual responsibility: terracotta red speaks of the complex mix of the Industrial 

Revolution and the opposing Socialist value system in Northern English history.5 At the same 

time intuition, instinct, emotion, personal history, craftmanship and all my senses fill inside 

and outside spaces whilst in touch with artmaking materials. 

Fingerprints and accidental tears in the paper of my works, such as in the triptic series 

Head, Heart, Chest, hints to dedicated (care) that the artist has given the work which I 

consider to be a socially constructed version of labour that is feminine. These conversations 

 
3 Weekes, Christopher, Martha the Monster, short film (Sydney. Goodman Brothers, 2019) 
4 Macleod, Katy, Holdridge, Lin, and Renwick, Gavin, “Decolonialising Methods: Reflecting upon a Practise-

Based Doctorate,” in Thinking through Art: Reflections on art as research (Abington, Oxon: Routledge, 2016), 

pp. 168-171 p.177 
5 Rochdale is an industrial cotton mill town shaped by canals, factories and railway links, it is also home of the 

cooperative movement which aimed to provide better working conditions and fairer trade in the Victorian era, 

activist work is still a part of the town as a home of the CND (Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament) and many 

grassroot community projects https://www.ica.coop/en/cooperatives/history-cooperative-movement  

https://www.ica.coop/en/cooperatives/history-cooperative-movement
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of maternal care and my negotiations with nature and time lead me to the actions and writings 

of ecofeminists. Ecofeminism has given me a political identity and motivation, and continues 

to offer me greater understanding of what I wish of my practice, life philosophy, and actions. 

As an example of this I refer to Karen J Warren and value dualisms as ‘disjunctive pairs in 

which the disjuncts are seen as oppositional, rather than complimentary, and exclusive, rather 

than inclusive.’ Warren states that ‘Patriarchy’s hierarchical, dualistic, and oppressive mode 

of thinking has harmed both women and nature’.6 

I make work as acts of care and responsibility by testing and provoking a connection, 

not a disconnection, between dualisms. I build work with tools and craftmanship, but the 

materials are ephemeral; my artist’s hand will eventually disappear. I claim space with a tiny 

and delicate object or image, like a drawing of a bee underneath a table that no one will find. 

I think with my body and emotions, but reason my actions with linguistic poetry and concept. 

The sexual politics of meat by Carol J Adams dedicates a chapter to Frankenstein’s 

Monster.7 Adams points out that the Monster is vegaterian and in kinship with nature. Doctor 

Frankenstein as maker is detached from the organic ways of nature. For some artists, 

creating, invention and building is our job - artist as Doctor Frankenstein.8 For other artists, 

we are the Monster as we witness, grow, work with, for, collaborate, love, learn, nurture and 

give agency to. These dualisms and my affiliations towards the Monster, contradict my 

working practice. I am also a builder, a creator, and an intellect. I pick and choose my 

feminine and masculine identity in the motions of my practice when I feel is appropriate. 

Like the Doctor, I am curious about making and experimenting with materials and their 

chemical and dynamic traits, but, unlike the Doctor, I do not seek destruction and I am 

mindful of damage and restrain from making or progress when progress means sacrifice. Like 

the Monster, I desire relationship with my environment and mutual respect with others. 

Although my monster traits might not define me as a female, it does define me as a feminist, 

and I feel that it brings me in touch with my feminine nature. I attempt to balance the 

feminine and masculine within myself, materials, objects, and my titles. There is nothing 

between us is the title of my work where I have entwined an industrial rusted chain and 

organic dried flowers. The name speaks of there differences but visually they are united. 

In relation I point to Jannis Koonelis’ installation which I saw in Tramway9 in 2012. 

During my visit it was raining outside and the sound of the downpour was coming through 

the pipes of the gallery which complimented the installation and worked with the objects to 

become part of it. I feel he offers a nuturing sensitivity towards the materials and viewer in 

the form of trust that the organic is beautiful and the industrial is powerful. He offers an 

absence of borders, or a question of it, between art and viewer. The celebration of weight of 

materials and objects made me feel safe and afraid in unison and offered movement for 

thought. Despite the dualistic differences between our practices, my work being smaller and 

tentative, I found solace in his work and its acceptance to change and environmental 

empathy. I felt a kinship and a love for my own work through his. 

 
6 Tong, Rosemarie, and Tina Ferandes Botts. “Ecofeminism, chapter 8” in Feminist Thought: A More 

Comprehensive Introduction 5th Edition (New York: Routledge, 2017) 
7 Adams, J, Carol, “Frankenstein’s vegetarian monster, chapter 6”, in The sexual politics of meat: a feminist 

vegetarian critical theory (New York, Continuum, 1990), pp.108-119. 
8 Frankenstein is a gothic novel written in 1818 by British author Mary Shelley, 
9 Contemporary arts venue Tramway, Glasgow, UK. https://www.tramway.org/ 
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Image 2. Haywood, M, L, Haywood, "Head, Heart, Chest: Chest", red dress-makers chalk, 29.7 x 42.0, 

Listaháskóli Íslands, Iceland 2021 
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Image 3. Haywood, M, L, Haywood. “Head, Heart, Chest: Head”,, mustard dress-makers chalk, 29.7 x 42.0, 

Listaháskóli Íslands, Iceland. 2021 
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Image 5.. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “There is nothing between us”,  dried flowers and rusted found 

chain, 15x10cm, Ebor Studio, Lancashire, UK 2019 

Image 4.. Haywood, M, L, Martha, "Secret Mancunian",  Pencil, 2cmx2cm, MA Fine Art Studios 

Listaháskóli Íslands, Iceland 2020 
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Image 6. Koonelis, Jannis, “Jannis Koonellis at Tramway”, multidisciplinary installation, Tramway. Glasgow, 

2012 https://www.contemporaryartdaily.com/project/jannis-kounellis-at-tramway-glasgow-7312 
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I am beside myself 
 

Material: Clay, Paper, Organic matter, Ink 

 

Martha Story: 

 

At 10pm yesterday,10 I walked to Tjörnin (the pond) in Reykjavik to record the noisy 

sound of the swans in contrast with the still water. Every time I turned my camera on, 

they seemed to stop yelling. I just about gave up when I saw that a single seagull was 

swimming slowly but directly towards me. A green streetlight lit up the white feathers 

of the bird. I recorded them swimming silently in a romantic dance and when they left 

the lake so did I. 

 

In Human Rights and the care of the self Lefebvre references Bergson’s concepts of ‘open 

love’ and ‘closed love’.11 This is significant as to why I am convinced that my practice is a 

method of acting on love. ‘Closed love’ is the love someone has for their closest community, 

family, home and social group. Open love is the love shown to the larger community, people 

who do not share one’s life experiences, their locality, or their identity. As I observe, closed 

love (in the UK) is being used by the Right as a political tool to cancel open love, i.e: looking 

out for ‘one’s own’ in difficult times somehow equates to a reduction in international aid. 

Using love against love is unsustainable, as can be seen in the natural world. Peter Wohlleben 

in The Hidden Life of Trees12 reinforces the love demonstrated between trees, fungi, and other 

life forms. In forests, cross-species-care is used to strengthen chances of survival for each 

individual life form and sustains the super-organism. The healthy forest works on a ‘closed 

love’ and ‘open love’ balance. 

 

‘[Open love] provides an escape from ourselves’13 

 

Lefebvre explains the needs of open and closed love. Referencing Plato’s Symposium he 

explains that open love splits the self-centred. Love transcends the limit of a closed 

community and leads the self beyond its social ego. These readings explain that closed 

morality gives our ego a sense of identity and purpose, but the leap and break away from it 

leads to joy. Love and joy are creatively and intimately connected especially in matters of 

human rights. Open love transforms us towards a new moral nature forfronting empathy and 

inclusion. ‘Open love is free’. Creativity has a comprehensive part to play in the connective 

veins between love, joy and human rights. Visual art is a love-language in this. 

 
10  I am aware that the exact date of ‘yesterday’ has not been clarified, I justify this with poetic licence, the date 

was 22nd September 2021 
11Ibid, p3. 
12 Wohlleben, Peter, “Love: Chapter 4” in The Hidden Life of Trees. (Vancouver: Greystone Books Ltd, 2016) 

pp.19-24 
13 Lefebvre, Alexandre. “Human Rights as a Way of Life: Bergson on Love and Joy.” In Human Rights and the 

Care of the Self, (London: Duke University Press. 2018), pp.85-104 p.100 
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Love and art are political tools and responsibilities. I previously resisted talking about 

my work in terms of political action because I wasn’t convinced that my work was creating 

an outward societal solution or a bluntly clear statement. In my sensitive and collaborative 

decisions with materials and space, I hope to apply open and closed love in unison. I recently 

wanted to make ink from the organic materials of Reykjavik, I collected fallen leaves from 

the birch trees and grass clippings. My journey with this material was a negotiation of love 

and respect. I decided to collect fallen leaves from different parts of the city so as not to take 

up too many from one place as I had learnt that they are vital for natural life in Autumn. After 

drying and grinding the grass clippings, I realised the powder was extremely beautiful and 

precious so I did not go further into ink making and left the grass in powder form. In practice 

I develop a negotiation with, rather than impose full control upon, materials and objects. 

Knowing that organic material is precious for the natural environment, I used a personal type 

of ritualistic foraging that considers the butterfly effect14 of taking for creative gain. 

In considering that closed love might be a form of self-protection, and open love is a 

method of connection and collaboration, I come to my exhibition Seated on the floor, cross-

legged and cross-eyed, specifically the sculptures of insects made from paper clay. I believed 

I was making sculptures of woodlouse but in Iceland there doesn’t seem to be the same 

invasion of these insects, so the clay sculptures became representative of all types of 

armoured creatures (armadillos, cockroaches, etc). In a practice of open-love I changed the 

identity of my objects and their potential to communicate in my current context. At the same 

time I listen to my own needs, I am determined when I am convinced something is worth 

pursuing. Recently this is in making blobs of plaster that I am yet to find their meaning, but I 

am certain they have potential, so I keep them visible in my studio and interact with them 

regularly. I am open to interpretation; to change, I am intuitive and vulnerable. I am looking 

for any way to become closer to love through artmaking. 

 
14 In referencing the butterfly effect, I mean that I take into consideration that small and trivial actions might 

have an influential and effective impact on the greater state of things. 
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Image 7. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “The safety in my second glance”, film still, Reykjavik, Iceland. 

2021 

Image 8. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “The safety in my second glance”,  film still, Reykjavik, Iceland. 

2021 
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Image 9. Haywood, M, L, Haywood, “Handmade in samples”, Birch leaf ink, Reykjavik, Iceland 2020, 

Image 10. Haywood, M, L, Haywood, “Photograph of ink making process”, Birch leaf ink, Reykjavik, Iceland 

2020, 
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Image 11. Haywood, M, L, Haywood, “Ground up grass material”, Grass, Reykjavik, Iceland, 2020 
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Image 12. Haywood, M, L, Haywood, “Ground up grass material”, Grass, Reykjavik, Iceland 2020 
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Image 14. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Romantic plaster blobs”, plaster, 35x20cm, Reykjavik, 

Iceland 2021 

Image 43. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Romantic plaster blobs”, plaster, 35x20cm, Reykjavik, 

Iceland 2021 
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A fall with Grace 

 

Material: Dirt, Paper, Decay 

 

Martha story: 

 

One of my first teachers taught us about reincarnation which I interpreted literally. I 

imagined that every insect was an elder with an important mission. I spent a long time 

‘saving’ spiders from the house. One evening a moth flew up my pyjama sleeve, I 

didn’t know what it was and I scratched my arm and killed the moth. The texture and 

sight of its damaged body when I pulled it out was haunting. Since then, no matter 

how often I am confronted, or how much I know about it, I am a reluctant companion 

of death. 

 

I am the bee, the wasp, the bird, the woodlouse, the spider. I use my hair, my fingerprint, my 

height, my dirt, for my creative performative (non-human) identity. I aim to keep a poetic 

juxtaposition between humour and tragedy by developing a self-portraiture within the living 

or dead animals in my work: 

 

I AM THE MIDWIFE OF A BLUE WHALE 15 

 

This alter-ego is a promise that in my practice I look for and allude to a multi-layered 

conversation between independent human and the conjoined natural world. I am excited that I 

will never complete my aspiration of birthing the ‘blue whale’, or making an artwork that 

defiantly speaks of the world as a whole concept, so that I can continue to make…but I 

cannot do this work as a solo being. 

In a recent conversation I said that I was anxious about how much I needed to be 

alone and perhaps I was an unsociable person. I was afraid that I could not be an artist 

because, as Havel said, 16 culture and society are not separate, so it is an artist’s duty to be 

sociable. The listener explained that I was more self-sufficient than unsociable. After some 

thought I concluded that my reality is that the freedom and ability I have to juggling my ‘self-

sufficient’ life as an artist is only possible because I have a dependency on several closed 

communities which involve individuals who each have open minds and trust me.  

My toolbox contains a tool given to me by my mother that was her dad’s. I have a tool 

that was given to me by a friend who has now passed. I have a photograph of my best friends’ 

children by my bed. I dress in jewellery gifted to me from my mother, father, brother and 

sister. In these objects I am loyal, loved, connected, watched, grounded, and responsible. In 

the Cambridge dictionary: ‘A sentimental person is strongly influenced by emotional 

feelings, especially about happy memories of past events or relationships with other people, 

rather than by careful thought and judgment based on facts.’ If used wrongly then 

sentimentality keeps one in the past, not catering for the benefits of change. But, my 

 
15 Haywood, M, L, Martha, “I am the midwife of a blue whale”, 2021, poem. For this one-line poem, I have 

taken inspiration of this from the fact that blue whales have midwives when they give birth 
16 Ibid p5. 
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‘sentimental’ objects allow me to be here, in Iceland, studying an academic, political, and 

creative discipline as a non-local. They remind me of my support network, I am capable and 

open for new ideas and learning, and with a willingness to practice ‘open love’, but in 

balance with knowledge that I have a ‘closed love’ community back home, integral for my 

own individual survival. My sentimental behaviours can be used for strength in seeking unity 

and learning rather than its potential for isolation, individualism, and division. 

My art references sentimentalities of nature and human experience. I attempt a 

practice of tentativeness, attentiveness, gentleness and naughty and funny happenings. In my 

studio I have recently been blowing warm air onto my fragile under-fired clay sculptures to 

demonstrate an act of ‘kissing’. I hand-make so that I can understand when to give in to 

material and give it agency, when to enact hospitality and collaboration and when to end my 

intervention. The next step is to find where to ‘nest’ it. If my objects are on the floor, then we 

are connected by the same experience. If my objects rest on a plinth then we are in unison 

height. If I hide them in a corner or behind other objects then they are naughty, and I am free 

to be naughty too. 

 

“Art that suspends human values risks instability, unreason rejection and collapse. 

Such art does not properly ‘serve’ culture and so fits awkwardly as an object within 

the art and gallery world. Indeed, such art speaks to culture by turning from culture, 

gesturing to an Outside; such art hopes to turn culture with its turn from culture.” 17 

 

I interprete this as a comment on radical play and experimentation. I feel unrestricted by 

traditional artmaking and ideals these days. My matriarchal artist elders saw, and still see to 

it, that I exist in a time where artists can question cultural norms and value radical critique 

from the inside: Louise Bourgeois, Helen Chadwick, Hildur Bjarnadóttir, Sonia Boyce, and 

so on. I am supported by these artists and highly sentimental about, and protective over, their 

works. In bringing our attention towards the genuine beauty in what has previously been 

considered grotesque, too raw, too organic, or too complicated (too female, too queer, or too 

natural) then these artists have given me the green light to belong and feel my way through a 

beautiful and sincere world. Actions such as nesting as a gesture of love become priority or 

necessity to life again when they are at the forfront of these artist‘s practice. 

I am also sentimental about materials: soil, certain land masses, and dead and living 

non-human and human objects. I carefully select objects and materials abandoned by their 

previous life: bones, weeds, shells, neglected bits of industrious materials. I can see, and 

celebrate, both ugliness and beauty in decay and the unpolished.  

This year I made paper. They are not perfected paper sheets, the colour was not 

thought out, they are fragile and useless, they are rubbish…but they are so beautiful. Their 

pulp is similar in texture to that which the wasp makes from wood bark for their nests. I am in 

awe of the wasp‘s efforts of survival; assimilating her actions and placing them into a human 

context is my sentimentally-charged act of love. 

Being alone is a busy business. 

 
17 Birrell, Ross and Broglio, Ron, “Art and the Animal Revolution” 2021, in Art and Research: A journal of 

ideas, contexts and methods, http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v4n1/v4n1editorial.php accessed 6th November 

2021 

http://www.artandresearch.org.uk/v4n1/v4n1editorial.php
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Image 15. Haywood, M, L, Martha, ‘Seated on the floor, cross-legged and cross-eyed’, installation of multiple artworks by 

Martha Haywood, Midpunkt, Kopovogur, Iceland 2021 
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Image 16. Haywood, M, L, Martha, ‘Seated on the floor, cross-legged and cross-eyed: my 

woodlice’,  Paper clay sculptures, 30x30, Midpunkt, Kopovogur. Iceland. 2021 

Image 17 Haywood, M, L, Martha, ‘Seated on the floor, cross-legged and cross-eyed: my 

woodlice’, Paper clay sculptures, 30x30, Midpunkt, Kopovogur. Iceland. 2021 
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Image 19. Haywood, M. L. Martha, ‘Seated on the floor, cross-legged and cross-eyed: In my head’, 

Installation of found objects and handmade artist’s tools, Midpunkt, Kopovogur. Iceland 2021 

Image 18. Haywood, M, L, Martha,‘Seated on the floor, cross-legged and cross-eyed: Skin’,  cement 

and flower installation, 10x7cm , Midpunkt, Kopovogur, Iceland 2021 
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Image 20. Haywood, M, L, Martha, ‘My dear Gossomer’ found spiders web and steal wire frame, 

15cm2, Ebor Studio, Lancashire, UK. 2018 
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Image 22. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “In dedication to the wasp”,  handmade paper from 

recycled newspaper, Listahaskoli Island, MA Fine Art studios, Iceland 2021 

Image 21. Haywood, M. L. Martha, ‘Seated on the floor, cross-legged and cross-eyed: My blood 

heart’, riso print masters and found letter press draw, 60x40cm, Midpunkt, Kopovogur. Iceland 2021 
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Image 23. Haywood, M, L, Martha “Kissing for comfort”, performance and paper 

clay sculptures, Listahaskoli Island, MA Fine Art studios, Iceland 2021 

Image 24. Haywood, M, L, Martha “Kissing for comfort”, performance and paper 

clay sculptures, Listahaskoli Island, MA Fine Art studios, Iceland 2021 
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Image 26. Bourgeois, Louise, “Maman”, 1999, Tate Britain, 

London, UK. https://news.artnet.com/art-world/louise-bourgeois-

quotes-on-her-birthday-390629, accessed the November 2021 

 
Image 5. Bjarnadóttir, Hildur, “Trousers”, 2011, Unravelled 

polyester trousers that belonged to Bjarnadóttir's grandmother, 

metal ring. https://hverfisgalleri.is/artist/hildur-bjarnadottir-2/, 

accessed 6th November 2021Image 6. Bourgeois, Louise, “Maman”, 

1999, Tate Britain, London, UK. https://news.artnet.com/art-

world/louise-bourgeois-quotes-on-her-birthday-390629, accessed 

the November 2021 

Image 25. Chadwick, Helen, “self-portrait”, 1991, 

https://www.artsy.net/artwork/helen-chadwick-self-portrait, 

accessed 6th November 2021 
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Image 28. Boyce, Sonia, “Sonia Boyce at Manchester Art Gallery, first 

retrospective”, 2018, https://corridor8.co.uk/articlesonia-boyce-at-manchester-art-

gallery/, accessed 6th November 2021 

 
Image 7. Chadwick, Helen, “self-portrait”, 1991, 

https://www.artsy.net/artwork/helen-chadwick-self-portrait, accessed 6th 

November 2021Image 8. Boyce, Sonia, “Sonia Boyce at Manchester Art Gallery, 

first retrospective”, 2018, https://corridor8.co.uk/article/sonia-boyce-at-

manchester-art-gallery/, accessed 6th November 2021 

Image 27. Bjarnadóttir, Hildur, “Trousers”, Unravelled polyester trousers that 

belonged to Bjarnadóttir's grandmother, metal ring. 

https://hverfisgalleri.is/artist/hildur-bjarnadottir-2/, accessed 6th November 2021 
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One hand on my heart, one hand in my mouth 
 

Material: Clay and the body 

 

Martha story:  

 

Some of the best memories I have as a child are of being outside and inventing games 

with my family, it was an art of doing nothing collectively. One game was called 

Snail Races, which involved watching 5 snails on a path to see which one was the 

‘winner’. It was a game without an outcome because the snails never travelled in a 

humancentric straight-line. We invented new ways of winning as the game went on 

and we were there for hours, calculating the slowness of our racers and 

anthropomorphising their decisions; one  snail cheated because it climbed on the back 

of another, one was lazy for curling up inside its shell. 

 

I often still find joy in repetitive tasks such as looking deep into the undergrowth and sticking 

my hands and face into it. In art play I can diminish the need for permanence and celebrate 

the notion of change. Play unites me with human and non-human that I need in order to 

survive. Play is a human right,18 and it has fluxional rules that need to be followed and treated 

with respect. Balance, patience and play are one. Play is friends with skin.19 In play I copy 

nature, I work with her, and make for her. 

In her writing, Stephanie Bunn20 looks at the maker’s relationship with nature. She 

defines the conscious mind as performance and the bodily, instinctive, unconscious mind as 

sensing. She states that, to make with both, a craftworker must let go of control and most 

importantly accept the potential of risk. She refers to Andy Goldsworthy‘s work as ‘opening 

into the processes of life’’.21 

Amanda Ravetz22 refers to Donald Winnicott and other child psychologist theorists to discuss 

‘Transitional Objects’ theory. ‘While for the object to have been fixed upon in the first place 

requires it to be vital and alive from the child’s point of view (for example giving warmth or 

having movement or texture), Winnicott argues that the significance of a transitional 

phenomenon is less about the object itself and more about its paradoxical and unresolved 

placement between the child’s inner psychic world and external reality…’ 

Both essays talk about taking oneself out of the self by either making, or bonding, and 

playing with a tactile object, in adulthood and childhood. Both talk about the freedom and joy  

this entails. From first-hand experience, I believe that artmaking and art-interaction develops 

freedom and joy, and bridges the external world with our internal beings. Babies know this 

from birth. 

 
18 Haraway, Donna, “playing string figures with companion species” in Staying with the Trouble (Durham, Duke University 

press, 2016) pp.9-29  
19 Juhani, Pallasmaa The eyes of the skin: Architecture and the senses (Chichester: Wiley-Academy, 2005) 
20 Bunn, Stephanie, Ingold, Tim, “Materials in making” in Redrawing Anthropology: Materials, Movement, Lines (Furham, 

UK, Ashgate 2011) pp. 21-32 
21 Andy Goldsworthy is an artist from the UK who makes installations in the natural environment 
22Ravetz, Amanda, Ingold, Tim “Both Created and Discovered; The case for Reverie and Play” in a Redrawn Anthropology: 

Materials, Movements, Lines (Furham, UK, Ashgate 2011) pp. 157-176 p.164 
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In 2020 I named a work series One hand on my heart, one hand in my mouth, this title 

is an illustration of how I felt I was within my current practice. I made these works in the 

conscious and the subconscious. I curiously explored in collaboration with my body’s desires 

and intuition in decision making with material. I cut up drawings to remake them and made 

clay sculptures by draping the clay around my arms. This is the intuitive childish play I refer 

to in the end of the title: ‘One hand in my mouth’. In the works I also wanted to play with the 

body and senses for the audience so I positioned the drawings high and on opposing walls, 

and placed the fragile sculptures directly and intrusively on the floor.  
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Image 29. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “drawing documentation”, graphite, Listahaskoli, MA Fine Art Studios, 

Iceland 2020 
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Image 30. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “drawing documentation”, graphite, Listahaskoli, MA Fine Art Studios, Iceland 

2020 
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Image 32. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “One hand on my heart, one hand in my mouth”, 

installation ink drawings, Listahaskoli, Iceland 2020 

Image 31. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “One hand on my heart, one hand in my mouth”, 

installation ink drawings, Listahaskoli, Iceland 2020 
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Image 34. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “One hand on my heart, one hand in my mouth”, paper clay 

sculpture, Listahaskoli, Iceland 2020 

Image 33. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “One hand on my heart, one hand in my mouth”,  paper clay 

sculpture, Listahaskoli, Iceland 2020 
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Drawing our hearts on rocks 

Material: Wood 

 

Martha story: 

 

In 2005 one of the biggest issues in our local area was the building of windfarms on 

the moorlands. There was a campaign launched to stop them. On a walk with my 

friends, we came across their propaganda posters from the village to the local nature 

reserve. We culled all of them and put them carefully in the bin at the top of the road. 

A few days later an article was written in the local paper about our actions. It claimed 

that vandalism like this could have not been done by youths because youths would not 

think to put the posters in the bins. That would have been around the same year that 

Greta Thunberg23 was born. Though small, I feel that our local action lay some path 

for her current global revolution in some way. 

 

After watching the documentary ‘Kiss the Ground,’24 I felt compelled to make a work that 

would illustrate the beauty and politics of a single grass seed. My studio test pieces were 

quite ‘cute’ but I am convinced that they are politically charged. Maybe the sculpture alone is 

cute, so I must create impact through titling and curation. If everything around the work is 

defiantly executed then the ‘cute’ grass seed will have the agency I want. Or perhaps I accept 

my works in general as a gesture of radical softness. 

 

‘Radical softness is an artistic and aesthetic methodology in which vulnerability and 

presence become the starting point for encountering the Other. A call for a softening 

of that which is radical today, that a deep encounter with the Other is a revolutionary 

moment and a crack in a world of hardened borders. Further, we suggest that a radical 

softness could be found in the anti-spectacular, in the spaces in-between, in that which 

is not staged with specific intentions, a space for emotions, a softening of roles and 

stable identities, the imperfect, the risking of oneself, the awkward, the stuttering of 

the voice, all that which does not seek to categorise. Taking one’s time to dwell, to 

not accept the invitation of drama and conflict, grasping the complexity which rests in 

the space between people.’25 

  

Caring for the welfare of the earth and nature is bound to the care for humanity. The work of 

activists such as Vandana Shiva26 suggests that the seed is the total metaphor for making the 

world a better place; environmentally, socially, and economically. 

 
23 https://rebellion.global/about-us/ and Grossman, Nathan “I am Greta”, Documentary (B-Reel Films, Sweden, 

2020) 
24 Tickell, H, Rebecca and Tickell, Joshua, “Kiss the ground”, Documentary  (Benenson Productions, USA 

2021) 
25 Peter Kærgaard Andersen, Madeleine Kate McGowan, Lasse Mouritzen, Kristine Samson. 2020. „Radical 

Softness: Artistic Methodology of Encountering the "Other".“ Parse Journal. March. Accessed 23rd. April 

2022. https://parsejournal.com/article/radical-softness. 
26 Shiva, Vandana, Earth Democracy: justice, sustainability and peace (Berkley, North Atlantic Books, 2015) 

https://rebellion.global/about-us/
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Stand by me was made in reference to microbial worlds.27 I handmade individual 

boardgame pieces that stood close together to form a larger sculpture/superorganism. The 

pieces looked like small columns of ancient Greek or Rome civilisation, traditionally 

designed for power. I felt that in bringing the microbial world to attention then connotations 

of division and unity in the human world would be sited. 

This work was prompted by the recent tearing down of the statue of slave trader 

Edward Colston in Bristol, UK which I see as an art performance as well as a political action 

because the Bristol 1828 planned every aspect of their movement. They expertly took down 

the monument with ropes and chain, marked the sculpture in blood red paint and dropped it 

into the canal in front of an audience. This influenced world-wide action for continual efforts 

of justice and provoked a stronger discussion about diversity of representation in public art. I 

am indebted to this action as artist, woman, and advocate of human rights and equality.29 It 

pointed to artmakers for their responsibility of art in public space. 

 

“It has been suggested that survival is the only modern topic…art can be seen either 

as an escape or as a strike for peace…Whether or not you agree that survival is a 

‘women’s issue’, a glance at the last 10 years of “political art” turns up more work by 

women than by men.’ 30 

 

I do have a feeling of survival being my issue. Perhaps is because of my gender or 

that research currently stimulates my practice is based around ecosystems and sustainability. I 

am excited by hope and angered by destruction. The metaphors of life and death in my work 

in ephemeral or forgotten materials have poetic connotations of growth and survival beyond 

the present. I use installation as a form of ‘nesting’ to find secrecy and tranquillity for my 

pieces or give them agency to claim space. I think about and make art as a method of 

personal survival because it gives me permission to retreat, temporarily, not fully, whilst 

allowing me to have purpose in society directly. I can be invested in self care and open love 

in balance and communion. 

 

Balancing our relationship with death heals our progress with life.31 

 

I also use my skills and platform as an artist to develop community. Ebor Studio and 

Gallery Frank is the art space I co-developed in the UK. This action of developing a unique 

creative space is another small gesture of activism. The studio’s slow development and 

collaborative running means that it is sustainably designed. 

 

 

 
27 Micropia is the museum of micro-organisms in the Netherlands: https://www.micropia.nl 
28 Bristol 18 is the name given to the activists who organised and carried out the take down of the statue of 

slave-trader Edward Colston in Bristol, UK in 2020 
29 Lyons, Kara, The Morning Star online newspaper, 2020. 

https://morningstaronline.co.uk/article/c/monumental-task-has-be-achieved 
30 Lippard, R, Lucy “First Strike for Peace”, in The Pink Glass Swan: Selected feminist essays on art (The New 

Press, New York, 1995) pp.223-227 p.223 
31 Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Balance”, 2021, Poem 
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Survivor’s guilt 

 

 

I want the back of our hands to touch, 

 

I want the lengths of our arms to recognise each other 

 

 

 

 
32 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
32 Haywood, M, L, Martha, ‘Survivor’s guilt’, Poem, 2021 
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Image 35. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Sculpture Maquette: Be we are awake in this”, wood, 2x6cm, 

Listahaskoli Island, MA Fine Art studios, Iceland 2021 
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Image 36. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Sculpture Maquette: Be we are awake in this”, wood, 20x20cm, Listahaskoli 

Island, MA Fine Art studios, Iceland 2021 
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Image 37. The Bristal 18, ‘The removal of Edward Colston’ by the Bristol eighteen, Bristol, United Kingdom. 2020 

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-bristol-53004748 accessed 7th November 2021 

Image 38. Creed, Martin and Reid, Jen ‘A surge of power’, Bristol, United Kingdom, 2020 https://www.artnews.com/art-

news/news/marc-quinn-edward-colston-monument-replacement-1202694356/ accessed 7th November 2021 
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Image 39. Haywood, M, L, Martha "Protect the NHS", Acrylic paint, 300x175cm, Ebor 

Studio and Gallery Frank, Lancashire, UK 2020 

Image 40. Ebor Studio, Gallery Frank and community garden and billboard, Ebor Mill, 

Littleborough, Lancashire, UK, www.eborstudio.co.uk 2021 

http://www.eborstudio.co.uk/
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You don’t know how special you are 

 

Material: Nothing (Documentation, storytelling, writing) 

 

Insert own story here: 

 

Much of my work is based on incidental conversations that have led on to reciprical stories 

and physical gift-giving.33 After our conversations, the secondary communicator often brings 

me gifts in the form of materials and objects. If they know I have an interest in bees then the 

next time that they find a dead bee they place it carefully on my studio desk. Then I have a 

precious material or object at my creative disposal, and the next dilemma as an artist and 

receiver is what to do with it to respect the efforts of that acquaintance and the preciousness 

of the object. Usually, the answer is nothing, but nothing comes with an ongoing 

responsibility, its own rules, comedy, beauty, and drama. By nothing I mean that I draw it, 

display it as it is, photograph it, or wrap it up. These decisions come from the knowledge of 

its passed life, or my affection for it or its messenger. 

In the exhibition Iðavöllur34, Bjarki Bragason pinned a whole botanical study on the 

walls of the exhibition space alongside video footage of wastelands. Anna Rún Tryggvadóttir 

displayed dead and burnt trees to mechanisms which gradually moved these sentient beings 

around the exhibition. It is bold but confronting for an audience to witness a simplified action 

of the artist’s hand in a work. I feel that it could provoke thought on what the role of the artist 

is and be openly admitting that one artist privilege is to gain access to precious objects and 

material (especially from the natural and damaged world) which is a big responsibility. 

Voyeurism, control, empathy, vulnerability and respect are conflicting and overlap for artists 

who claim to react to the contemporary climate emergency and sociatal care. To produce 

 
33 Hyde, Lewis, The Gift: Creativity and the artist in the modern world (New York, The division of Random 

house, inc, 1983) 
34 Snorradóttir, Aldís, Markús Þór Andrésson, Ólöf Sigurðardóttir, Iðavöllur, 2021, exhibition of 14 Icelandic 

artists, Reykjavik Art Museum, Iceland 
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‘nothing’ is one way that visual and oral storytelling collide, and visual language appropriates 

the oral. 

Benjamin Zephaniah brought the West African oral stories of the Anansi spider to my 

attention when he was a guest on the British television show QI.35 He explained that the 

Anansi spider stories are told orally so that they can change with the times that they are told 

and relate to the now. Once the stories were written, they became frozen in time. If they 

would be told now, these stories could involve contemporary phenomena such as the internet 

and social media. 

The narrative and concepts within my practice and artworks changes often. I want to 

believe that this means my artworks are living and not frozen in time. I appropriate the 

characteristics of oral storytelling but in visual practice by using degrading or organic 

materials. I aim for art that changes from when it was first created until the end of its 

existence so that, like oral storytelling, the work carries the weight of each period in its life 

and has more to tell as time goes on. This way the work can ‘mature’ beyond my influence. 

I love information in the world that is inaccessible to humans. In my research into 

tardigrades, I found that we know very little about them except our human perception of them 

as cute and indestructible.36 The beehive colony my familys garden hosts in the UK has 

outgrown their human provided hive and local bee experts cannot explain why.37 In the 

lecture I attended by Gediminas and Nomeda Urbonas of The Swamp School,38 I learnt how 

little we know about swamps. When we don’t know exact fact, artists and scientists develop 

theories or more appropriately, stories.  

In my temporary marks in sand, snow, and earth, I am demonstrating the human 

instinct to interact with sensorial material, but I am allowing the story of the marks to 

dissolve into nature when nature decides. Their short existance allowed me to express myself 

in that moment like oral storytelling, and without perminante impact to the landscape. I can 

repeat the gesture again but with a different mark or location. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
35 Ramsay, Diccon, QI: Roaming television episode of QI (Salford, the British Broadcasting Corporation, 2020) 
36 https://www.micropia.nl/en/discover/microbiology/water-bear/ 
37 Manchester Beekeeping Association: https://www.mdbka.com/ 
38 http://swamp.lt/, Venice, 2018 

http://swamp.lt/
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Image 41. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Heart”, Dead bee and found 

object, 40x40cm, Ebor Studio, Lancashire, UK 2019 

Image 42. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Heart”, Dead bee and found object, 

40x40cm, Ebor Studio, Lancashire, UK 2019 
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Image 43. Haywood, M, L, Martha and Haywood, Paul, “Sand drawings”, drawings in sand, 

Westfjords, Iceland 2021 

Image 44. Haywood, M, L, Martha and Haywood, Paul “Sand drawings”, drawings in sand, 

Westfjords, Iceland 2021 
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Image 45. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Snow drawings”, drawings in snow, The Pennine way, Lancashire, UK 2021 

Image 46. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Snow drawings”, drawings in snow, The Pennine way, Lancashire, UK 2021 
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Image 47. Bragason, Bjarki, “Herbarium (cosmology), installation and video installation, in Iðavöllur, Reykjavík 

Art Museum, Iceland 2021 
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Image 48. Tryggvadóttir, Anna Rún, "Compasses“, Installation, in Iðavöllur, Reykjavik Art Museum, 

Iceland 2021 

Image 49.Tryggvadóttir, Anna Rún, "Compasses", Installation, in Iðavöllur, Reykjavik Art Museum, Iceland 

2021 
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Image 50. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Act of insulation”,  Photography, Reykjavik Botanical gardens, Iceland 

2020 
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Image 51. Weinberger, Lois, ‘Spur’  Colne. Germany. 2015, http://www.loisweinberger.net/ 

accessed 7th November 2021 
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I felt I could lean against the cheek of Her 

 
Material: Performance 

 

Martha Story: 

 

When I was very young at around Christmas time one year, I stood holding my 

mother’s hand and a man came and kissed me on the cheek. He wanted to kiss me 

again, but my mum pulled me around her and stood between us. At about the same 

time, I was in a shop with my father, and I stood in the way of a woman who pushed 

me to the ground. Both times I had no idea what was happening and didn’t understand 

the power of my parent’s reactions. Parental devotion to their children as evident in 

the fearlessness to protect lasts in a child’s memory years after the event takes place. 

 
In the performance of making art, I can act out the responsibility and devotion necessary in 

protection. I can re-enact the fearlessness and fearfulness that has been passed on and use it to 

lean into the world with more confidence through storytelling, object and giving. Art and 

other examples of social/civil action can protect us when we don’t know what to do or what 

is going on. I want to negotiate collectively with the aim of creating sustainable safety, I can 

use art as one discipline alongside other disciplines: social, political, scientific, and more. 

Referring to Lippard’s statement ‘art can be seen either as an escape or as a strike for 

peace’,39 I attempt to develop a practice that manifests an attitude of sensitivity with the 

world. I want to protect, but I don’t want myself or my audience to be provided with 

escapism via my work. I want to provide a balance between welcoming and provoking 

thoughtfulness, with particular consideration for the environment. By environment I mean the 

physical, locally situated environmental context surrounding the artwork. In I felt I could lean 

against the cheek of Her,40 I exhibited a video of the cracks in the fish blood-stained wooden 

planks of the harbour in which you could see the movement and colours of the water and 

seabed below. The video was inside a floor-based crater on the long corridor of the fishing 

factory in Hjalteyri. I wanted to bring the outside in and to pair the tranquillity of the absent 

human with the remains of the brutal human behaviour, and the cold industrial building. I use 

art as a guide from one place to another, and from one time to another. 

My performances in the studio are usually on the floor, or leaning over a work, my 

hands, face, and clothes are dirty, and my movements are slow and considered. So, when I 

show work outside of the studio I need to make curatorial decisions with the work that has 

these same gestures; there is a disconnection between the artist and the viewer. 

I describe my practice as maternal: I do not make work that is cathartic, pacifying or 

comforting, I look to confront pain, change, death, and decay. I also realise that some of my 

work is disabling: impossible to interact with without destruction, too high up or too low, in 

the way of walking paths or visually enigmatic. I am not trying to humiliate an audience, in 

 
39 Ibid p.35 
40 Image 65 and 66. Title is appropriated from ‘I felt I could lean against the cheek of God’, Estes, Pikola, 

Clarissa “Singing over the bones” in Women who run with wolves, p.3 
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fact I hope the opposite, I try to share and relate and make intimacies that personally interact. 

I offer voice to invisible stories and honour time as a dimension that can speak about women, 

nature, sustainability and risk. 

I am a maternal vessel, I am a dirt-eating Monster. I make art to wade through 

external happenings with a determined and ridiculous ambition to be a small part of the on-

going birth of our enormous blue whale.41 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
41 The blue whale has been previously referenced as a metaphor for an artist trying to speak of the world as a 

whole p.23 
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Image 52. Haywood, M, L, Martha and Lyons, Karen, “Albert’s Hand”, collaborative performance, Ebor 

Studio, Lancashire, UK 2020 

Image 53. Haywood, M, L, Martha and Lyons, Karen, “Albert’s Hand”, collaborative performance, 

Ebor Studio, Lancashire, UK. 2020 
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Image 54. Haywood, M, L, Martha and Lyons, Karen, “Albert’s Hand”, collaborative performance, Ebor 

Studio, Lancashire, UK. 2020 

Image 55. Haywood, M, L, Martha and Lyons, Karen, “Albert’s Hand”, collaborative performance, Ebor 

Studio, Lancashire, UK. 2020 
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Image 56. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “I felt I could lean against the cheek of Her”,  video 

installation, 183x91.5cm, Hjelteri fishing factory, Iceland 2020 

Image 57, Haywood, M, L, Martha, “I felt I could lean against the cheek of Her”,  video 

installation, 183x91.5cm, Hjelteri fishing factory, Iceland 2020 
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Image 58. Mutu, Wangechi "Throw", performance, The Contemporary, Austin, USA 2017 

https://tlmagazine.com/wangechi-mutu-keep-moving-keep-making-art/ accessed 7th November 2021 

Image 59. Mutu, Wangechi "Throw", performance, The Contemporary, Austin, USA 2017 

https://tlmagazine.com/wangechi-mutu-keep-moving-keep-making-art/ accessed 7th November 2021 
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Image 60. Jonas, Joan, “Mirror Piece,” the Guggenheim, New York. 1969 

(reconfigured 2010)  https://www.theartblog.org/2016/07/ephemeral-bodies-

reassessing-the-art-of-carolee-schneemann-and-joan-jonas/ accessed 7th 

November 2021 

Image 61. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Studio situation”, Photograph, 

Listahaskoli Island, MA Fine Art Studios, Iceland 2021 
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All the World is Green 
 

Materials: Metal, Space, Drawing, Time 

 

Martha story: 

While Snowdrops* grow in the Winter 

 

In my family we bury a lump of coal with our animals because as kids we hoped that 

in millennia a diamond would form in the resting place of the loved pet. My mother 

would also plant Snowdrops over the grave so the animals could be remembered 

when the Winter turns to Spring. These traditions have carried on beyond our 

childhood42 

 
*Snowdrops are commonly found flowers in the British Isles. According to the UK wildlife Trust, flowers such as snowdrops do 

not rely on pollinators to reproduce. Instead, they spread via bulb division. However, they may still be visited by bees and other 

insects on particularly warm days.43 

 

I set about experimenting with found and bought seedlings as a continuation into my 

understanding of the grass seed as a tiny, significant symbol of environmental and human 

rights.44 Mostly, I could not keep the seeds alive because I had intentionally taken them out of 

their organic habitat and away from their seed comrades, whom they need. “No seed grows 

alone” are the words my advisor said to me when I had told her of my failings. Not only had I 

known this already instinctively and from the research I was offered by the University of 

Agriculture45 when I approached them for support, but I had gone against the advice of the 

botanists whose very stories had inspired this work in the first place. Kimmerer46 and 

Richards47 would have been totally confused by these initial stages of this work. I had also let 

myself down as I began exploring craft techniques that I knew nothing about, and looked into 

commissioning bespoke plinths from other makers. I lost interest because I am used to 

making my works myself not outsourcing them. I had to simplify the approach to the 

concepts for myself to realise the correct materials and interventions for this work. 

 Kubberinn, the exhibition space, is a white room with high ceilings and a concrete 

floor. Long windows span most of the wall facing the ocean on the right and the city on the 

left. When empty, the room clearly smells of cleaning product. Being inside the empty room 

alone looking out over the dualized landscape, I felt that somehow it contained my internal 

 
42 This story was used to introduce to supporting text in the leaflet for my MA solo exhibition ‘Eye to Eye as 

Strangers, March 2022, Listhaskoli Island 
43 2022. “Snowdrops.” The Woodland Trust. Accessed 24th. February 2022. 

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees-woods-and-wildlife/plants/wild-

flowers/snowdrop/?msclkid=cfd3e702c66211ecb1baa9c0854d4e6e. 
44 See chapter Drawing our hearts on rocks 
45 Linder, H.P, and Sally Archibald, Colin P Osborne, David M Rochardson Caroline E R Lichmann. 2017. 

“Global grass (poaceae) success underpinned by traits facilitating colonization persistence and habitat 

transformation.” Cambridge philosophical society, biological reviews pp.1125-1144. 
46 Kimmerer, Robin Wall. 2020. Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the 

Teaching of Plants. London: Penguin Random House group. 
47 Richards, Gareth. 2021. Weeds: the beauty and uses of 50 vagabond plants. London: Welbeck Publishing 

Group. 
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anxieties as if it knew of the ‘difficult times’48 we are experiencing. I felt both lost and safe, 

hiding in a space where I could see everything at a distance. It is a cold and hostile room, but 

bright and open. If I was to share it with an artwork, I needed to make something that was 

personally self-identifying, an object that understood my experience. 

 By this point I had forgotten the single seed in my conscious mind, but my 

subconscious was developing the metaphor and morphing it with my concerns, experiences 

and emotions. By the time I had come to making the steel object, I was looking inward at my 

own actions, identity and situations with love. On reflection, I felt a self-reflective connection 

to steel. This industrial material is erodible and shine-able, flexible but potentially brittle, 

brutal, and smooth, useful but heavy. Not too precious, but vitally important. Masculine and 

feminine. I negotiated its shape with my own body and fingers, it restricted the speed of my 

behaviour and forced me to be careful.  

 This enigmatic object became more than a representation of a seed, it became a 

portrait of a seed, a teardrop, a drop in the ocean, a diamond, an inward reflection of the room 

and a self-portrait. In the room it was anxious and alone like me, and I placed it closer to the 

window for it to feel hope and safety as I did in the landscape. I wanted memory but not 

harm. There were things in the room and outside of the room that I felt were harmful. I 

organised a clean-up of the room of stains on the floor but left some historical scars and I 

cleaned the windows and walls of human residue. I cleared the nearest toilets of obscene 

graffiti and hand-painted the title on the wall myself. The door frame was cared for as a 

border between the outside of the room and the vortex of the room by a thin painted line in 

the same off-white I used to soften the walls. Guests were asked to keep the door shut behind 

them, but the window stayed ajar to hear outside noise and feel the outside temperature. By 

calculating every detail to cater for the needs of the object I attempted to make a space for 

contemplation but not escapism49; to unite, communicate with and detach from this lone 

object in the room. 

 I felt that I really needed this little object and the exhibition to exist. I was 

experiencing some emotional pain as we live through a time of extreme human inequality, 

climate anxiety, war, old and new political division, a global pandemic and was living away 

from my home and most loved ones. I am also at a personal tipping point as I turn towards 

my 30’s and finite decisions arise about my future: children, career, partnerships, a residing 

home etc. So, in my love of lone contemplation, I was lost. 

 During the exhibition a friend told me that the work had touched them personally, 

particularly when they read my supporting text‘a drop of liquid to heal or to poison’. They 

had remembered their relationship with chemotherapy some years ago. Chemotherapy is a 

poison to the human body but it is given as a life saving treatment. They told me that they 

came to a point where they had to decide to become a friend of the chemotherapy. It was a 

difficult and deeply meaningful story to hear. Another friend asked me where I thought this 

exhibition ended; I am bringing meaning into the room, out into the landscape, to the ocean, 

to the UK and back again. This also felt like a meaningful statement as my thoughts and 

 
48 2022, Oscar. 2022. “The Long Goodbye – Aneil Karia and Riz Ahmed | Best Live Action Short Film | 94th 

Academy Awards” Youtube. 28.03.2022 Accessed 27. April 2022. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdO9Eyp4ZFY. 
49 See chapter I felt I could lean against the cheek of Her 
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feelings were extending further than my local situation and small ideas were containing huge 

conversations between the micro, the macro and the beyond. Please note the strive for hope in 

the work and the anecdotes of this paragraph, in confronting feelings and experiences, hope 

and joy is found. 

 In hindsight I wish I had trusted the audience more in their communication and 

understanding of the enigmatic importance of this work. I still need to realise how much 

background information I offer, and how present I am as the artist in order to respect the 

poetics in my works. I knew from the beginning that I should trust the work to speak for itself 

and for the audience to listen, or feel, how they want. It is a case of pulling back and 

stopping, taking away and letting alone. For such a minimal exhibition I thought I had 

achieved as much pulling back as I possibly could, nothing was added visually as a crutch but 

the supporting text might have been too detailed. Trust is hugely important because my 

activism and poetics are quiet, self-reflective and complex so it‘s a challenge to understand 

where they belong for other people. This is something to endlessly investigate and honour. 
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Image 62. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, steel sculpture, wall painting and intervention, 

Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022. Photography by Claudia Hausfeld. 

 

Image 63. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, steel sculpture, wall painting and intervention, 

Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022. Photography by Claudia Hausfeld. 
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Image 64. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, steel sculpture, 30mmx40mm, Kubbereinn, 

Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022. Photography by Claudia Hausfeld. 

 

Image 65. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, steel sculpture, wall painting and intervention, 

Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022. Photography by Claudia Hausfeld. 
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Image 66. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, steel sculpture, wall painting and 

intervention, Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022 

 

Image 67. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, steel sculpture, wall painting and 

intervention, Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, MA Iceland 2022. Photography by Jasa Baka. 
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Image 68. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, acrylic painting on floor, 

10mmx350mm, Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022 

 

Image 69.. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, Hand painted signwriting on 

wall, Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022 
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Image 70. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, leaflet print, 210mmx297mm, Kubbereinn, 

Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022 
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Conclusion 
 

 

“How am I supposed to be an artist if I keep making things that no-one can see?”50 

 

In Braiding Sweetgrass51, Robin Wall Kimmerer anecdotally describes a family tradition of 

her father sacrificing his last morning coffee to the earth on their holidays. Her confessional 

writing method and the importance of new family traditions supporting her academic and 

botonist career offered me encouragement in the writing of this thesis and allowed me to 

identify my research as part of the contemporary academic landscape. Emotional knowledge 

and confessions of personal experience means a swing into sensitive autoethnographic 

methodology that asks author and reader to be vulnerable, thoughtful and open. In this thesis 

I ask my readers to carry out their own independent research into the complexities, 

developments, ethics and poetics involved in the weave between art, science and humanities. 

 My practice relies on the dicotomy between action and identity. Action combines 

love, grief, joy, hope, and activism in different forms. Identity includes my understood 

position as an artist using certain methods of making and communication with material and 

environments in collaboration, language, movement, experience and instinctive play. 

 Both are interchangeable, I include methods of making in identity because my 

behaviour can result in new realisations about myself. I include emotions in action because 

they are decisive to the actions I take (grief) or come from the actions I have taken (joy). This 

thesis has been a challenge of communicating in written language what I know to be true in 

my body. It serves as a tool for contemplating my actions and my identity, and reasures me 

that the two have a symbiotic relationship that result in a well-meaning art practice. 

 

Identity 

 

As my work is an on-going personal exploration then interaction and learning are the major 

overall purposes of practice, like in the radical play of animals. I began ‘Martha the Monster’ 

and throughout the text refer to myself as several non-human creatures: wasp and midwife of 

a blue whale being two to describe my movements during investigation and making. I 

highlight a metaphorical self-portrait in certain materials: steel and soil. In declaring an 

identity that is not human, I test my ability in nonverbal methods of communication. This is 

not just visual but I bring in languages of the chemoreceptors and sense of touch. This opens 

celebrations of risktaking that female performance artists I look up to, some mentioned 

already, also enact and thus they have permitted me to bring my practice to this point. I 

choose to bring in topics of death, the grotesque, ephemera and the raw but in clean or gentle 

ways to inject the audience with these ideas with discretion. 

 Throughout I talk about a devotion to survival. I depend on art to explore and resolve 

concerns and find hope and joy, so the languages of art are necessary for survival as we 

identify as sociable, sentient beings, however monstrous we each might be. 

 
50 A recent comment I made when asked about the future of my practice, meant as a dry joke. 
51 Kimmerer, Robin Wall. 2020. Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the 

Teaching of Plants. London: Penguin Random House group. 
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Action 

 

Most definitions of ‘activism’52 describes ‘work’ or ‘effort' that is focus on meaningful or 

constructive change to society. I direct my focus towards intimacies and fragilities of our 

world through demonstrated gestures of nesting, attention and care – all acts of love. Acting 

out of love rather than progress in the UK is seen as a radical behaviour, our major activist 

organisations leaning on this even in their namesake: Choose Love53, Green Peace54, Hope 

not Hate55, ActionAid.56 In the artworks I make use of visual language to tells stories of our 

responsibilities with nature, space and material, and present possibilities of finding joy in 

peace and communion. These gestures are linked to those who seek positive left-wing, 

feminist, and environmentally concerned outlooks. I am a curious vessel of exchange 

between what I observe and what I give out. What I want to exchange are seeds of knowledge 

and experience that lead to compassion and promote the want for dynamic symbiotic 

relationships between human and non-human.  

 

“Love is Bergson‘s word for the exaltation and intensity of being that comes through 

the immersion of life.”57  

 

On International Women’s Day every year images of women standing determindly in the way 

of their oppressors are circulated demonstrating female power. Greta Thunberg is quoted to 

have said ‘No one is too small to make a difference’58. I expect this attitude of defiance and 

unexpected power from my works visually and conceptually. I expect a mighty voice of 

peace in the microscopic details and liminal spaces I bring to focus or create. In curation and 

installation I have started to consider meaningful acts of disruption as part of my practice 

when I guide an audience to change their visual attention towards objects that require 

patience and tentativeness. 

 

 

 
 

 
52 Definitions as found in the Oxford English Dictionary, Merriam and Webster and Wikipedia, accessed April 

2022 
53 https://choose.love/?msclkid=1d1ed3d8c4a111ec928f9c004ffdc5e9 “We elevate the voices and visibility of 

refugees and galvanise public support for agile community organisations providing vital support to refugees 

along migration routes globally.” Accessed 2022 
54 www.greenpeace.org.uk/about-greenpeace/victories “Greenpeace’s vision is a greener, healthier and more 

peaceful planet – one that can sustain life for generations to come.” 
55 https://hopenothate.org.uk/about-us/?msclkid=ed0858e6c4a111eca315ea7ad9ee890c “We build skills and 

resilience across communities and civil society organisations, creating an alternative narrative of togetherness 

and unity.” 
56 https://actionaid.org/ “We deliver grassroots programmes, provide emergency relief and campaign for things 

such as women’s economic rights, tax justice and climate justice.” Accessed 25th April 2022 
57 Lefebvre, Alexandre. “Human Rights as a Way of Life: Bergson on Love and Joy.” In Human Rights and the 

Care of the Self, (London: Duke University Press. 2018), pp. 85-104 p.103 
58 Thunberg, Great. 2019. No one is too small to make a difference. Stockholm: Penguin books. 

https://choose.love/?msclkid=1d1ed3d8c4a111ec928f9c004ffdc5e9
https://hopenothate.org.uk/about-us/?msclkid=ed0858e6c4a111eca315ea7ad9ee890c
https://actionaid.org/
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In one of my latest studio works I am looking at ways of creating attention to Liminal Space 

between persons and non-human, view or situation. I have realised that a main significant 

focus in my making is to draw attention to “points of contact”. Currently one of studio works 

is barely an object at all but in fact 2 needles that point to readymade objects, landscapes or 

hidden places. The viewer should look beyond my creations instead of at them. 

Coincidentally I read a fiction novel recently which has encouraged my recent practice. 

 

The Housekeeper and the Professor 59 

 

“I feel empty when Root [her son] isn’t here” I said. I hadn’t really been speaking to him, but 

the professor muttered a reply, “So, you’re saying that there’s a zero in you?” 

“I suppose that’s what I mean,” I said, nodding weakly. 

“The person who discovered zero must have been remarkable, don’t you think?” 

“Hasn’t zero been around forever?” 

“How long is forever?” 

“I don’t know. For as long as people have been around – wasn’t there always a zero?” 

“So you think that zero was there waiting for us when humans came into being, like the 

flowers and the stars? You should have more respect for human progress. We made the zero, 

through great pain and struggle.” 

 

The writer goes on to state through the invention of Zero, a mathematician made 

“nonexistence exist”. I am already aware that nothingness holds multitude of complexities60. 

This novel confirms my understanding of nothing to be full of connotations of our emotions 

and needs. Nothing and nature are completely entwined. 

 

 

 
 

 

At the beginning of the MA two years ago I had planned to completely revolutionise my 

practice and learn to make “big works” of monumental current social critique. In actuallity I 

realised that my efforts in making art comes with a different but equally significant tone. 

Now I want to continue to attempt to make articulate gestures to heal and sustain compassion 

for the strange and wonderful. The parts of my practice that are successful to me now have 

gently or poignantly confronted my own position of being whilst developing a relationship 

with object, situation or others. I will continue to learn how to trust that an audience knows 

they have the freedom to explore their own experiences with my artworks and interventions. 

 Most of my gestures are so tiny and seemingly simple that I think I will always feel 

like a child showing their parent a worm or a shell for the first time. But, since I seemly have 

an ability to find or create calm, love, or joy through chaos then I can continue with my visual 

art practice as a sensitive creature and, with determination, call it activism. 

 
59 Ogawa, Yoko. 2010. The Housekeeper and the Professor, p.140-141. London: Vintage Classics, Penguin 

Random House. 
60 Chapter You don’t know how special you are 
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Image 71. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 

2022. Photography by Jasa Baka 

 

Image 72. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “The 3 pillars of sustainability”, a triptic series, acrylic paint on paper, 

420mmx594mm each, 2nd floor painting room, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2021 
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Image 73. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Garden studies from pocket gardens”, Fine Art printing workshop, Listahaskoli 

Island, Iceland 2022.  

 

Image 74. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “ brothættur”, photgraphy/screenprint, Lancashire, UK and Reykjavik, Iceland, 

2022. 
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Image 76. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “ The fight”, video still, Reykjavik, Iceland, 2020. 

Image 75. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “ The fight”, video still, Reykjavik, Iceland, 2020. 
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Image 77. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “workshop still of taking melted sea glass out of the mould from the 

kiln”,  film still, ceramic workshop, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland, 2022. 

 

Image 78. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Material close up of melted sea glass and broken plaster mould”, 

Ceramics workshop, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland, 2022. 
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Image 79. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “needle practice for next artwork‘ steel and bone, metal 

workshop and MA Fine Art studios, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland, 2022. 

 

Image 80. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “needle practice for next artwork‘ steel and bone, metal 

workshop and MA Fine Art studios, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland, 2022. 

. 
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Image 81. Haywood, M, L, Martha, “Eye to Eye as Strangers”, steel sculpture, 30mmx40mm, Kubbereinn, Listahaskoli 

Island, Iceland 2022. Photography by Claudia Hausfeld. 
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Image 82. Haywood, M, L, Martha, "Eye to Eye as Strangers", chalk, charcoal, graphite and crayon on paper, MA Fine Art 

Studios, Listahaskoli Island, Iceland 2022 
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